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Learning from the Past
~ What can we learn from Hawaiian legends to guide us in

making decisions about issues related to fishing today?

Hawai'i DOE Content Standard

Social Studies: Historical Empathy
~ Students learn to judge the past on its own terms and use that knowledge to understand

present-day issues, problems, and decision-making.

Grades 9 � 12 Performance Indicators

~ Identify the historical period and relate it to a present-day issue.
~ Describe the factors that influenced the people I,'of the historical period! in their

decision-making.
~ Evaluate decisions based on the political, social or economic conditions of the historical

era.

~ Identify the factors that influence decision-making on the present-day issues.

Key Concepts
~ Hawaiian legends provide insights to early Hawaiian life including the political

structure, values, cultural protocol and practices.
~ Political, social, cultural and economic factors all influence decisions we make today

about our fishing resources.

Skills

reading, analysis, comparison, deduction

Assessment

Students:

~ Complete concept maps that analyze factors affecting decision-
making, comparing a Hawaiian legend to a current issue related
to fishing.

~ Compare the issues covered in the concept maps and evaluate
decisions that people make based on the political, social or
economic conditions of the era.

Time

2 class periods
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Activity at a Glance
Students analyze factors affecting decision-making in a legend about fishing and fishponds.
They compare these factors with those affecting a present-day issue related to fishing in the
Islands and participate in a demonstration about harvesting of fish.



Learning from the Past

Vocabulary

Ku'ula - stone image of the fiish god which could attract fish
ko'a - fishing grounds or shrine
sustainable use - use of a resource in a way that does not compromise the ability of future

generations to meet their needs

Materials

Provided:

~ student activity sheet
~ student reading: Ku'ula: God of Fishermen

 See Whose Kuieana Is It Anyway?, Unit 3, Gr. 6 � 8.!
Needed:

~ a large clear bowl
~ bag of peanuts or fish-shaped crackers
~ news articles related to fishing  See Resources.!

Advance Preparation

During the week before conducting this activity, ask students to scan through the local
newspaper each day and clip articles related to fishing. See Resources at the end of this
lesson for a list of local newspaper Websites. A number of these sites offer search functions
that allow users to research articles relevant to a topic. Make a copy of the student reading
and two copies of the student activity sheet for each student.

Background

The legend Ku'ula: God of Fishermen provides insights into early Hawaiian life. By
carefully reading the legend and using the concept map provided, students should discover
the important values and ideas that the story conveys as well as the political, social and
economic factors that were relevant at the time.

~ Fishponds and fishing were important in sustaining the life of the community.
~ If the chief who controlled the fishpond did not take good care of his people, he could

meet an untimely end.
~ It was very important to be generous; to share the catch from the sea and conserve

the produce from the fishpond.
~ It was important to respect the gods of fishing and make an offering of the first fish

caught to the ko'a  fishing shrine!.
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~ 'imi'ike  seek knowledge!
~ malama  care for!
~ ho'ihi  respect!
~ lokomaika'i  good hearted; generous!
~ kuleana  responsibility!
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Learnirq, from the Past

The ali'i has full power. There is no trial or assumption that one is innocent until
proven guilty.

Social Factors

Religion is important; many ko'a  fishing shrines! are built and people make offerings
and pray to Ku'ula, People cooperate and share with one another and show loyalty to
Ku'ula, acknowledging his generosity.

Economic Factors

There is a subsistence economy where people catch fish and grow food for their
survival. People exchange and share resources; there is no money involved in
transactions and no ownership of land. Sustainable fishing  harvesting only what is
needed! is a way of life.

In contrast to the legend, fishing issues in the Islands today also revolve around
competition for fish and scarcity of resources, but rather than a hungry eel, the "culprits"
are a variety of human activities including over-fishing, pollution, and destruction of fish
breeding and nursery grounds. The political, social and economic factors have changed
considerably as well. Regulatory agencies such as the Hawai'i Division of Aquatic
Resources and the Western Pacific Regional Fisheries Council are charged with
monitoring fishing resources and enforcing fishing regulations. And even though the
economic system has changed from subsistence to a market economy, there are still issues
related to balancing the needs of subsistence fishers with those who fish commercially.
Balancing those needs is becoming increasingly difficult with the decline in local fisheries.

An example of the decline in the local fisheries is summarized in Figure 1 showing the
cominercial landings of the 'ama'ama  striped mullet! since 1948. The 'ama'ama is one of
the prominent fish species in Hawaiian fishponds and fishing lore. The mullet fishery has
been managed since ancient times by placing a kapu  taboo! on their collection during the
months they spawn  December through February!. That kapu is still in place today.
Despite the regulations, over-fishing and the destruction of the nursery habitat have
severely impacted the commercial landings of 'ama'ama and other nearshore fisheries.

70
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X I- 50
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'Ama'ama  striped mullet! is also known as
"pua 'a kai"  sea pig! and was used in
Hawai 'i for ritual offerings when a pig was
not available,

1948 1958 1988 1978 1988 1998
YEARS

Source:
Division of Aquatic Resources, 1999, Department of Land and Natural Resources, State of Hawai'i:

 dlnr aquatics@exec. state.hi>  March 14, 2003!.
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Learning from the Past

Teaching Suggestions

1. Read the legend Zu'ula: God of Fishermen or select a de'erent legend from the
Resources listed at the end of this activity.

2. As students read the legend, have them locate key sites on a map of Maui.  If you have a
copy of Hawaiian Fishing Legends, refer to the map of the sites provided in the back of
the book.!

3. Distribute the student activity sheets and ask students to create a concept map for the
legend they have just read.

4. Discuss the key elements that students have identified on their concept maps.

~ What did you learn about fishing and fishponds in this legend?
~ Which people, places and events did you identify as significant? Why?
~ What are the most important values conveyed in this legend?
~ Why do you think an eel was portrayed as the one who stole the fish?
~ Which political, social or economic factors did you identify as being important? Why?
~ Does your family practice traditions related to fishing? If so, what are they?
~ How do these practices maintain the culture of fishing?

5. Ask students to describe what they believe to be a significant issue related to fishing
today. Discuss the decline in the local fisheries and introduce a demonstration about
harvesting fish.

Fish Harvest Demonstrations

~ Place a large clear bowl in a central area of the classroom and identify it as
the community's local fishing grounds. Fill the bowl with 16 "fish"  peanuts
or fish-shaped crackers!.

~ Divide the class into four teams and explain the harvesting rules.  Don' t
emphasize conservation with the teams, let them work on maximizing
points if that is their goal. Conservation will become crucial if the fishing
area is overfished.!

There will be four harvesting periods, each lasting 30 seconds.
During the harvest, all teams harvest at once  catching all of the fish,
some of the fish, or none.!
For every three fish that a team harvests, the team receives 1/4 point.
For every three fish remaining in the ocean after each harvest, one fish
will be added, up to a total of 16 fish in the fishing grounds.

~ After each harvesting period, add up team points and restock the ocean, if
adequate numbers of fish remain. After the fourth harvest, discuss what
happened in the demonstration.

*Demonstration adapted from "The Commons Dilemma," Li Ding Lightly on the Planet, National
Audubon Society, 1985.
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Learning from the Past

Dic sin esions

~ Was the fishing area overfished?
~ What was the best strategy for harvesting from this resource?  If each team

harvests two fish at each trial, the teams each earn two points by the end of the four
trials and the fishing area retains a population of 16 fish when the harvest is over.!

~ What does sustainable use of a resource mean?  Using the resource in a way that
does not compromise the ability of future generations to meet their needs.!

6. Have students select one of the news articles from those that students have collected

and analyze a fishing issue that affects people on their island today. Ask them to
complete a concept map for the issue and then complete the assessment activity.

Adaptations/Extensions

~ Create a large map featuring the areas described in the legend. Have students create
drawings and notes from their concept maps to stick onto the map and post it in the
classroom.

~ Conduct a field trip to visit the sites featured in the legend. At each site, point out
important physical features or landforms and have students close their eyes and
visualize while someone retells the part of the story relevant to the site. Ask a kupuna
about oli  chants! associated with the area and have students learn one. Allow time for
students to find a quiet place to write a reflection in a journal before returning to the
bus.

Resources

Beckwith, Martha. 1970. Hawaiian Mythology. University of Hawai'i Press. Honolulu, HI.

Eawaharada, Dennis.  Editor!. 1999. Hawaiian Fishing Legends. Kalamaku Press.
Honolulu, HI.
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7. How did students evaluate the decisions that people made based on the political, social
or economic conditions of the different eras? If decisions have not been made on the

current issue they are analyzing, how might these factors affect decisions? Discuss
their ideas.



Learning from the Past

Hawai'i Newspaper Websites

Bailz

Hawaii Tribune-Herald h
Advertiser
Star-Bulletin
West Hawai'i Today
Garden Island
Maui News

whil hawHilo

Honolulu
ne.c

11 a r o

htt //

Kailua-Kona
Lihue
Wailuku

l/www.k

h www in

Pacific Business News :/l acif c/

w i fr om/

1 ' adv i

Downtown Planet
Honolulu Weekly
Aloha News

mlww. wn

h 1

Brigham Young Ke Alakai
U.H. Manoa Ka Leo 0 Hawai'i l r /
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RLaiuma

Honolulu

2iuxuhilx

Kane'ohe

Lahaina
Makawao
Maunaloa
Moloka'i

0'ahu

Honolulu

Maui

Gm,ma

Sun Press Midweek
News

Haleakala Times

Dispatch
Advertiser News
North Shore News
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Learning from the Past
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Learning from the Past
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Huli Kanaka
~ What issues  past or present! have affected fishponds in my community?

How could the perspectives and methods of a cultural anthropologist be
applied to the study of an issue related to fishponds?

Hawai'i DOE Content Standard

Social Studies: Cultural Inquiry:
~ Students use the tools and methodology of social scientists to explain and interpret

ideas and events.

Grade 9 - 12 Performance Indicators

~ Consider and describe a social or cultural issue  past or present!.
~ Examine the issue from the perspectives and methods of a cultural anthropologist.
~ After analyzing data, develop a position paper on the issue.  culminating activity!

Key Concept

Developing informed positions on an issue related to fishponds requires research and
thoughtful consideration of multiple perspectives.

Prerequisite s

Fishpond Fall, Unit 3, Grades 6 � 8; Learning from the Past

Activity at a Glance

Students employ the methods of a cultural anthropologist to
collect information about an issue that has affected a local

fishpond.

Time

3 class periods

Skills

reasoning, analysis, writing, communicating

Assessment
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Students:

~ Summarize data collected on an issue that has affected a local fishpond.
~ Explain how the methods and perspective of a cultural anthropologist are applied to

their study of the issue.



Huli Kanaka

Vocabulary

huli kanaka � profound studies of any kind, moral philosophy, science; anthropologist
ethnocentric � having race as a central interest; assuming one's group to be superior
cultural anthropologist � someone who studies human social and cultural systems,

particularly customs, values and beliefs of a culture
hihimanu � stingray
olona � a native plant that Hawaiians used to make very strong fibers for lashing

materials together

Materials

Provided:

~ The story of Lupe Kia'i Nui

Advance Preparation

Make enough copies of the mo'olelo Lupe Kia'i Nui for each student. Work with the school
librarian to collect some of the materials listed in the Resources at the end of this activity.

Background

Cultural anthropologists study human social and cultural systems, particularly
customs, values and beliefs of a culture. They may compare different societies and cultures
 past or present! or study their own culture to learn more about family and group
relationships. The perspective of the cultural anthropologist is well-rounded and cross-
cultural to reduce a human tendency to be ethnocentric. The cultural anthropologist is
trained to gather knowledge of a people's history, to demonstrate empathy for different
groups, and to appreciate indigenous solutions or strategies.

Cultural anthropologists use various methods to study cultural systems including
interviewing, gathering records, and conducting field studies, some of which involve living
with a different culture. Cultural anthropologists work to acquire good interviewing skills
such as the ability to listen, to pay attention to details, and to aBow the person being
interviewed to determine what the important questions are.

Teaching Suggestions

1. Have students read the mo'olelo Lupe Kia'i Nui. Identify the issue surrounding the
fishpond. How was the issue resolved?

2. Remind students that legends were a form of oral communication for early Hawaiians.
Mo'olelo provided insights to the culture and traditions of the ancient kupuna
 ancestors!. Through legends, early Hawaiians were able to instill values in the
younger generation and to resolve issues � as in the mo'olelo Lupe Kia'i Nui.
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Needed:

~ Resources listed at the end of this activity

3. Write the following question on the board:
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Hnli Kanaka

Kbdakai

Coastlines. Spring 1998.  Vol, 8 No. 2!. Historic Fishponds of Moloka'i, Hawai'i.  United
States Environmental Protection Agency! <public-access@cpa.gov> htt~
www. / st aries/co s li 'n 98/fish n

Farber, Joseph M. 1997. Ancient Hawaiian Fishponds: Can Restoration Succeed in Moloka'i!
Neptune House Publications. Encinitas, CA.

Hawaiiweb.corn. 2002. Ancient Hawaiian Fishponds a.k.a. Royal Fishponds.
<info!hawaiiweb.corn> h waiiweb.c m/m ' mVsit s/

nds.html

Fishpond 'Ohana Restoration � Maui  ForMaui!. 2001. Ko'ie'ie Loko I'a, Historical Royal
Fishpond of South Maui.  Copyright ! 2001 Cathi Ltd! <info@ForMaui.org> h+g~/
www.f rm i r v 2-1

Hui 'Aina o Hana. 1995. Revitalizing Hana's Fishponds. <huiaina@aloha.net> ~ttg Jl
h kel. i ' hml

Kubota, Gary T. July 26, 1999. Hawaiian Group Wants Beach Seized.  Copyright 1999
Honolulu Star Bulletin! <citydesk@starbulletin.corn> tin. om/1 /

Coffee Times. Fall 1998. Fishing � An Art of Survival.  Copyright ! 2002 by Coffee Times!
<les@coffeetimes.corn> hin htm

Coffee Times. Fall-Winter 2000-2001. Kalah.uipua'a � Fabled Fishpond.  Copyright ! 2002 by
Coffee Times! <les@coffeetimes.corn> '/ www ff i aahm

Green, Linda Wedel. 1993. A Cultural History of Three Traditional Sites on the West Coast of
Hawai'i Island. Kaloko-Honokohau.  Copyright ! United States Department of the
Interior National Park Service, Denver Service Center! ' r s. ov/hi
online k r .h

United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey. 1997. Fishponds versus Lava
Flows. <webmaster@wwwhvo.wr.usgs.gov> h . o /v lc wa
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Huli Kanaka

Student Reading

Lupe Kia'i Nui

Summarized from Sterling, Elspeth P. and Catherine C. Summers. 1978. Sites of Oahu
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The konohiki of He'eia

Fishpond asked the help of
the stingrays that lived at
Kekepa island near Mokapu
to watch over his pond. He
pad.died his canoe to the
island and prayed to the god
of the hihimanu  stingrays!
to help him protect the fish in
his pond.

"Oh hihimanu akua, I
need you to help save my crop
of 'ama'ama  mullet!. The

kaku  barracuda! and 'aihue

loko  pond robbers! are
stealing all my fish. I will do
anything to get your help."

The hihimanu akua replied. "I want you
to promise me that your fishpond will always
be a fishpond and will be a fishpond for your
children and for their child.ren and for their

children forever."

"'Ae, 'ae," the konohiki answered. The

super-watching stingray Lupe Kia'i Nui then
pulled the konohiki in the canoe back to the

pond by flying in the sky like a
kite. The kite string made of
olona was over a mile long.

Lupe Kia'i Nui then made his
home near the makaha. From

this spot, he could watch the
fishpond walls and all that
happened inside the pond. He
could swiftly fly to any spot when
he sensed a predator or intruder.
If there were many intruders or
predators, he would call to his
friends at Kekepa for help. Lupe
Kia'i Nui would kill and eat the

predators such as the kaku. If
human pond robbers were seen,

he would slash them to death with his tail.

To this day, He'eia Fishpond is still a
fishpond, so the konohiki kept his word. At
times during the year, the waters of the pond
will sparkle and glow in the night as it is
whipped and lashed by the legendary
hihimanu chasing the kaku.
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